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Abstract 
BaEa, M., On magic labelings of honeycomb, Discrete Mathematics 105 (1992) 305-311. 
We deal with the problem of labeling the vertices, edges and faces of a hexagonal planar map 
in such a way that the label of a face and labels of vertices and edges surrounding that face add 
up to a fixed value. 
1. Introduction 
Various types of labelings of graphs have been intensively studied by 
combinatorialists for sometime. The notion of magic labeling has its origin in very 
classical Chinese mathematics. Only recently have these labelings been investi- 
gated using modern notions of graph theory. 
The notions of magic and consecutive labelings of plane graphs were defined by 
Ko-Wei Lih in [4], where magic labelings of type (1, 1,0) for wheels, friendship 
graphs and prisms are given. Magic labelings of type (1, 1, 1) for special classes of 
plane graphs are described in [l-2]. 
This note describes magic labelings of type (1, 1, 1) for certain planar maps 
consisting of hexagons. 
2. Definitions and notations 
The graphs considered here will be finite. For it 3 1, m 3 1 we denote by H; 
(honeycomb) the planar map labeled as in Fig. 1 with m rows and n columns of 
hexagons. The symbols V(Hy), E(Hy) and F(Hr) will denote the vertex set, the 
edge set and the face set of Hr, respectively. The symbol IAl will denote the 
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Fig. 1. 
cardinality of the set A. The face set F(Hr) contains ]F(Hr)( - 1 6-sided faces 
and one external infinite face. IV(Hf)( = 2 mn + 2(m + n), ]E(H;)] = IV(Hr)I + 
mn - 1 and IF( = mn + 1. 
A labeling of type (1, 1,l) assigns labels from the set { 1, 2, _ . . , I V(Hr)I + 
IE(HT)J + IF(H to the vertices, edges and faces of planar map HT in such a 
way that each vertex, edge and face receives exactly one label and each number is 
used exactly once as a label. If we label only vertices or only edges or only faces, 
we call such a labeling a vertex labeling, an edge labeling or a face labeling, 
respectively. 
A labeling of type (1, 1,0) is a bijection from the set (1, 2, . . . , IV(Hf)J + 
IE(H~)I} onto the vertices and edges of Hr. 
The weight of a face under a labeling is the sum of the labels (if present) 
carried by that face and the edges and vertices surrounding it. A labeling is said 
to be magic if all 6-sided faces have the same weight. 
This notion of magicality is different from the definition given in [3,5]. 
However, a magic edge labeling of a plane graph G, in our sense, is reminiscent 
of a supermagic labeling of the plane dual graph G* of G as defined, for instance, 
in [6-71. 
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A labeling is said to be consecutive if the weights of all Gsided faces constitute 
a set of consecutive integers. Two labelings g and g’ are said to be domplemen- 
tary if the sum of the g-weight and g’-weight of each 6-sided face is a constant. 
We shall use [r] to denote the greatest integer smaller than or equal to r, and 
further we shall use expressions 
(y=(_l)i+l, &-l)‘+‘+l o=(-lY+l, 4=(-ly+1+1 
2 2 ’ 2 2 ’ 
* = C-1)” + 1 
2 
and (foriEZ,jEJandmsl) 
to simplify later notations. Sets I = { 1, 2, . . . , n} and J = { 1, 2, . . . , m + l}. 
3. The results 
If n is even, n 2 2 and m 3 1, we construct a vertex labeling g, and an edge 
labeling g, of a planar map 17: in the following way. 
(m+l)(i-l)+j ifieIandjEJ, 
gl(ui”)=(:,V(~~)(-m+j ifi=n+landjEJ-{m+l}, 
IV(K?I+2-i ifi=OandjeJ-{1}, 
g1(bi*‘)=1~V(H9~+2-i(m+l)-j ifieZandjEJ, 
g,(a,,jb,,j)=h{B1)((~+I)(n-i)+~)+ap((~+l)(n-i+2)+~) 
+/3a ;(2n-i)+n+l-i 
( ‘1 ( 
+cua :(2n-i+2)+n+l-i 
I 
+ P h 1 ( ~(2n-i)+~)+q(~(2n-i+2)+~) 
+Po ( 
m+l 
y(n-i)+l-k 
) ( 
+a0 F(n--i+2)+1-j 
2 >I 
ifiEZandjEJ. 
g2(“i+l.jbi,j) 
if2<isnisevenandj=l, 
ifO<i<n-2isevenandj=m+l, 
ifiEI-{n}isoddandjeJ, 
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i-l n 
g2(“i+l,j+lbi,j) = IV(K)1 - m + 2 + y (i - l) 
ifieZ-{n}isoddandjeJ-{m+l}, 
g2(ai+l,jbi,j+*) = IE(KYI -i - (s + l)(i - 1) 
if i E I + (0) is even and j EJ - {m + l}. 
Lemma 1. g, is a magic vertex labeling of Hr if n is even, n 2 2 and m 2 1. 
It is not difficult to check that the values of g, are 1,2, . . . , IV(Hc)I and 
further that the common weight for all 6-sided faces is 3 IV(H;)I - m + 5. 
Lemma 2. g2 is a consecutive edge labeling of Hr if n is even, n 2 2 and m 3 1. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the labeling g2 uses each integer 1,2, . . . , IE(H;)I 
exactly once. If m is even then the weights of all 6-sided faces constitute the sets 
WI = {x: x = s IV(HF)I + IE(Hr)I + 1 - m(g + i) -j, 
iisodd(l<i<n-l)andl<j<m} 
and 
UI={x:x=~~V(H~)~+~E(H~)~+l-m(~+i)-j, 
iiseven(2SiSn)andlCjSm). 
If m is odd then the weights of all 6-sided faces constitute the sets 
W,={y:y=IV(H~)I+$IE(H~)I+n+$-m(3+i)-j, 
iisodd(l<i<n-1)andl~j~m) 
and 
U, = {y: y = IV(Hz)I + 2 IE(Hr)I + n + 3 - m(1 + i) -j, 
iiseven(2<i~n)andl~j~m}. 
It is simple to verify that WI fl U, = 0, W2 II U2 = 0 and further that the sets 
WI U U, and W2 U U2 consist of consecutive integers. 
Theorem 1. Zf n is even, n 2 2 and m > 1, then the planar map Hr has a magic 
labeling of type (1, 1, 1). 
Proof. Label the vertices and the edges of Hr by g, and IV(Hr)I +g2, 
respectively. From the previous lemmas it follows easily that in the resulting 
labeling of type (1, 1,0) the weights of 6-sided faces constitute a set of 
consecutive integers. Hence, if g, is the complementary face labeling with values 
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in the set 
{lV(H3l+ IE(H:)l+ 1,. . . , IVW3 + IWK3I + Iwc3l~> 
where the external face can be labeled by 
IVW3I + lWf3I + 1 or IVVCY + lWC% + IWCY, 
then the labelings g,, IV(Hr)I + g, and g, combine to a magic labeling of type 
(1, l, 1). 0 
In the sequel we shall investigate labelings of Hz if II is odd. Define the vertex 
labeling g, and an edge labeling g, of Hy as follows. 
5 r if2<isn--lisevenandj=l, g,(a,,i) = i+j(n + 1) -n -2 if 2 =Z <n+lisevenand2SjSm+l, i i+l j(n + 1) - 2 ifiEiisoddandjEJ, 
IV(H31+2+9- j(n+l) ifiEZisoddandjEJ, 
IV(HZ)I+i(l+i-n) if2ciCn-lisevenandj=l, 
IV(H~)l+nf;f+5-j(n+l) ifO<icn-lisevenand 
g,(U;,jbi,j) = (YO (WZ + l)n - 
( 
1FJi+i)+q(([5J+l)(n-i)+$J) 
+@(([y]+l)fl+ [F](i-l)+i) 
+pq(([:]+l)(i-l)+jG) ifiEZandjEJ, 
g.5(ai+l,jbi.j) 
c 
4 II/(Hm +i if2sisn-lisevenandj=l 
IV(H,“)( -m +$$ if lCiCn--2isoddandj=l 
= 
n+l 
:IV(Hr)I-m+T(j-l)+i ifO<iSn-lisevenand 
2SjCm+l 
\ 
IV(Hr)I-m-Fj+:(n-if2) ifiEZisoddandjEJ-(1) 
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n+l i+l 
g5(ai+l,j+lbi,j)=IV(H~)I-m +Ttrn -i) +2 
ifiEZisoddandjeJ-{m+l} 
g5(ai+l,jbi,j+l) = IV(fC3l - m + !$J(,+j)-; 
ifO<isn-lisevenandlcj<m. 
Theorem 2. Zf n is odd, n 2 1, m 3 1 and mn > 1, then the hexagonal planar map 
Hr has a magic labeling of type (1, 1, 1). 
Proof. Label the vertices and the edges of H,” by g, and IV(Hr)I +gs, 
respectively. We obtain a labeling with labels from the set 
{1,2, . . . 3 2 IV(Hr)I - $.(n + 2m + 3), 2 IV(HF)I - $(n + 2m + l), 
2 IV(Hr)I - i(n + 2 m - 3), 2 IV(Hr)I - $(n + 2m - 5), . . . , IV(Hr)l 
+ l-WC3 + 11, 
where the weights of 6-sided faces successively assume the values 
7 IV(Hr)( + 4 IE(HT)I + $(IF(Hr)I + 1) + 4n + 9, . . . , 
7 IV(Hr)I + 4 IE(Hf)I + s(lF(Hr)I + 1) + 4n + 7 if m is odd 
and 
7 IV(H:)I + 4 IE(H:)J + +(IF(H;)I + 9n + 19), . . . , 
7 IV(Hz)I + 4 IE(H~)I + $(3 IF( + 9n + 17) if m is even. 
Hence, if g, is the complementary face labeling the 6-sided faces with values in 
the set 
{lV(K:l + IWC3I + 2, . . . , IVW3l + lWC3I + IJVC3l~ 
and the external face by 2 IV(Hr)I - i(n + 2m - l), then the labelings g,, 
IV(H;)I + g, and g, combine to a magic labeling of type (1, 1,l). 0 
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